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Abstract

Justsystem participated in Patent Classification
Subtask at the Fifth NTCIR workshop. This paper
overviews our machine learning-based patent applica-
tion classification system. Straightforward application
of Naive Bayes classifier was effective in theme cate-
gorization subtask that has a non-hierarchical cate-
gory structure. In F-term categorization subtask, we
regarded the complicated F-term categorization sys-
tem as a tree with depth 2. We constructed the doc-
ument classifier based on the Support Vector Machine
and classify documents on this tree. Platt’s sigmoid fit-
ting for SVM output was used for the document rank-
ing. We confirmed that this method was effective for
this subtask.

Keywords: Machine Learning, Text Classification,
Naive Bayes, SVM

1 Introduction

Automatic text categorization is one of the most
successful applications of machine learning in the past
decade. In participating in Patent Classification Sub-
task of NTCIR-5, we applied several machine learning
techniques to categorize patent applications.

In Patent Categorization Subtask, two subtasks of
‘theme categorization’ and ‘F-term categorization’ are
designed. These two subtasks have different charac-
teristics.

In theme categorization, each target patent appli-
cation has to be assigned one or more theme codes.
The category structure of theme categorization is non-
hierarchical. Theme categorization is regarded as a
usual multiclass categorization task from its category
structure. The number of categories is over 2,000 and
the number of training documents is over 1.5 million.
It is a relatively large scale categorization task.

In F-term categorization, given a target patent ap-
plication and its theme, each application has to be as-
signed one or more F-terms. The category structure of
F-term categorization is multi-faceted and hierarchi-
cal. A strategy for handling multi-faceted hierarchies

is important in F-term categorization subtask.
We applied several statistical learning techniques to

each subtask. Section 2 overviews our basic system.
Section 3 describes our method applied to each sub-
task. Finally, we will discuss our experimental results
and offer conclusions.

2 System Description

In this section, we describe an outline of our patent
categorization system.

2.1 Bag-of-Words model

The bag-of-words model is probably the most
widely used for modeling documents in text catego-
rization. In this model, each document is represented
as a feature vector counting the number of occurrences
of different words as features and the positional and or-
dinal information of word occurrences is ignored. Our
system employs this model.

2.2 Indexing term

Our system handles individual noun words, noun
phrases (sequence of noun words) and attested sub-
phrases as document features [2] . An attested sub-
phrase is constituent of a longer noun phrase that
also appears independently as a full noun phrase else-
where in the document collection. The effectiveness
of the phrasal indexing was examined in several past
researches [3].

2.3 Feature extraction

Our system uses natural language processing meth-
ods to extract noun phrases from documents. A stat-
ical morphological analyzer are used for tokenization
and part-of-speech tagging. For noun phrase identifi-
cation, we apply finite state machine based grammar
to the result of morphological analysis. During this
process, several types of normalization are performed
such as numeric normalization, normalization of long
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vowel markers in Katakana characters and dictionary-
based normalization.

Numeric normalization

{ ‘二百万’ = 200万’ = ‘2,000,000’}

Long vowel marker normalization

{ ‘コンピューター’ = ‘コンピュータ’ }

Dictionary-based normalization

{ ‘プリインストール’ = ‘プレインストール’ }

After noun phrase identification is performed, the
number of different feature occurrences is counted.
These statistics are used in each machine learning
framework.

2.4 Training of patent application classifier

A supervised learning framework is used for train-
ing of text classifier. A learning algorithm is pro-
vided a set of training documents with class label
and produces a classification function that assign class
labels to test documents. In formal run, we used
Japanese patent applications corpus as training docu-
ments. Among the many fields of patent application,
we used content fields as inputs into training part. At-
tribute fields such as ’name’ or ’application date’ are
discarded in advance.

2.5 Patent classification

Patent application classifier receive a test appli-
cation as input and performs classification with its
trained classification function. The result of classifica-
tion is ranked list of categories. Ranking of categories
are determined according to the scores produced by
each learning method.

3 Training and Classification Methods

In this section, we describe the training and classi-
fication methods used in theme categorization and F-
term categorization.

3.1 Theme Categorization

3.1.1 Naive Bayes Classifier

In theme categorization subtask, we used Naive Bayes
classifier with multinomial event model [7]. In the
frame work of multinomial Naive Bayes classier,
model parametersP (wt|cj) and class prior probabil-
ities P (cj) are estimated from class labeled training
documents. Given these estimates and a documentdi,
the probability thatdi belongs to classcj can be de-
termined by Bayes’ rule. Classification is performed

P ("laser") = 1 / |V|
uniform

P ("laser"| root)
mle

P ("laser"| 5B067)
mle

P ("laser"| 5B068)
mle

root

target categories

uniform

Figure 1. shrinkage-based estimation

by selecting the class with highest probability. Esti-
mation ofP (wt|cj) andP (c) is performed with word
frequencies and document frequencies in class labeled
training documents.

P (cj |di) ∝ P (cj)
|di|∏

k=1

P (wdik
|cj) (1)

P (wt|cj) =
1 +

∑
di∈cj

n(wt, di)

|V | +
∑|V |

t=1

∑
di∈cj

n(wt, di)
(2)

P (cj) =
|cj |∑|C|

j′=1 |c′j |
(3)

n(wt, di) is the number of times wordwt occurs in
documentdi. |V | is the number of words in vocabu-
lary.

3.1.2 Parameter estimation with shrinkage

We used statistical technique called shrinkage for im-
proving parameter estimation [8]. Because the cate-
gory structure in theme categorization is not hierar-
chical, we created the model with only three layers of
nodes,uniform, rootand target categories as illustrated
in Figure 1.

In this model, parametersPshrinkage(wt|cj) are es-
timated by averaging three parameters in each layer
with mixture weightsλ0

cj
, λ1

cj
and λ2

cj
. At the top

of the class-hierarchy,root class is located as a super-
class of all the target categories. Smoothing is done by
appendinguniform prior beyond the root of the class
hierarchy. The probability of word inuniform layer is
given byPuniform(wt) = 1/|V |.

Pshrinkage(wt|cj) (4)

= λ0
cj

Puniform(wt)

+λ1
cj

Pmle(wt|root)

+λ2
cj

Pmle(wt|cj)

s.t.
2∑

k=0

λk
cj

= 1
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Although Expectation-Maximization algorithm is
used to estimate empirically optimal mixture weights
in [8], we simply assigned equal value to each mixture
weight.

3.1.3 Training setup

Because of the constraint of computational environ-
ment, our current system were not able to process all
the training documents at once. We divided training
documents into ten subsets and built ten classifiers. In
dividing training documents, we made two different
datasets.

TH-Dataset-1

We made TH-Dataset-1 by dividing all the train-
ing documents randomly into 10 subsets. Each
subset is completely mutually exclusive.

TH-Dataset-2

Because TH-Dataset-1 contains categories with
too small numbers of training document, we
added extra documents to such categories from
original set of training documents. We adjusted
the number of training document so that each cat-
egory may have at least as many as 60 documents.
In this dataset, each subset is not mutually exclu-
sive and the proportion of the training document
count in each category is violated from the origi-
nal dataset.

3.1.4 Classification

Test documents are classified by 10 classifiers and 10
ranked category lists are made for each test document.
Final ranked list is made by integrating these 10 ranked
category lists. We examined two ranking integration
methods. One isRanking SVM[6] and the other is
average ranking.

In Ranking-SVM, we usedSVMLight[4] to learn
ranking function. Top 100 ranked categories from 10
lists are inputed intoSVMLightas training data. Final
ranked list is made by ranking all the categories with
learned ranking model.

In average ranking, final ranking value is calculated
by simply averaging 10 ranking values.

3.1.5 Evaluation

We made three runs(JSPAT1, JSPAT2, JSPAT3) vary-
ing the combination of training dataset and ranking in-
tegration method.

Table 2 shows average precision and R-precision
values of the submitted results. To examine the effec-
tiveness of ranking integration, we evaluated the ac-
curacy of classifiers trained with 1/10 subset of the
datasets. Average values of ten classifiers are also
shown in Table 2.

Run ID Integration Method Training Dataset
JSPAT1 Ranking SVM TH-Dataset-1
JSPAT2 Average Ranking TH-Dataset-1
JSPAT3 Average Ranking TH-Dataset-2

Table 1. Submitted Runs

Run ID Avg-Precision R-Precision
JSPAT1 0.6503 0.5507
JSPAT2 0.6591 0.5634
JSPAT3 0.6578 0.5620

Avg TH-Dataset-1 0.6419 0.5454
Avg TH-Dataset-2 0.6410 0.5444

Table 2. Result of Theme Categorization

Generally, we were not able to find significant dif-
ferences between these results. The results with rank-
ing integration methods slightly outperform the aver-
age accuracy without ranking integration. In compar-
ing two ranking integration methods, the average rank-
ing is better than Ranking SVM. In comparing two
datasets, THEME Dataset-1 is better than THEME
Dataset-2. This result probably means that adjustment
of training document numbers had bad influence on
class prior probabilityP (cj).

3.2 F-term Categorization Subtask

F-term categorization system has hierarchy struc-
ture. These hierarchy is divided into two parts: view-
point and elements as shown by Figure:2. Each view-
points has nested element with tree structure.

In general each theme has several hundreds of F-
terms. Additionally patent documents usually have
multiple F-term as shown by Table:3.

F-term categorization system are required to assign
proper F-term with score from the huge categories to
the each documents properly.

This subtask corresponds to the multi-category
classification in the text classification area. So we used
general multi-category text classifier for this subtask.

Theme #docs #F-term av. #F-term
2B022 1916 5285 2.76
3G301 6699 133785 19.97
4B064 6405 54977 8.58
5H180 6222 49153 7.90
5J104 1920 19255 10.03

Table 3. Training document data for each
theme
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Figure 2. 2B022 F-term’s viewpoint and
element

RunID Algorithm Hierarchy
JSPAT4 sigmoid fitting SVM 2 step
JSPAT5 SVM 2 step
JSPAT6 Naive Bayes flat F-term

Table 4. Classification Method

3.2.1 Classification Methods

In general there are several ways to classify the multi-
category documents. A common one is method based
on the combination of the binary classifiers. One bi-
nary classifier associated with each F-term determine
whether to assign or not. A typical example of this
type is one-vs-rest Support Vector Machine.

Another common one is method based on genera-
tive model. Namely, class which has posterior prob-
ability above some threshold only is assigned for the
document . This type of classifier is the Naive Bayes
Classifier.

In this F-term Categorization Subtask, we used
three classification methods given by Table:4.

In JSPAT6 run, we used the shrinkage Naive Bayes
classifier same to the Theme Categorization subtask.
On this occasion, we ignored the hierarchical structure
of F-term. we considered this method is baseline for
this subtask.

In JSPAT4 and JSPAT5 runs, we used the method
based on the Support Vector Machine(SVM) men-
tioned above. On this occasion, we regard the F-term
categorization hierarchy as tree with depth 2:view-
point and element, In each layer, SVM independently
determine the viewpoint and element. Then, we finally
determine the F-term by sum or product of outputs of
each SVM.

Output score of the SVM is transformed by means
of Platt’s sigmoid fitting procedure [9] in JSPAT4 run.
For brevity we call this method thesigmoid fitting
SVM. and we used the output of the SVM directly in

JSPAT5 run.

3.2.2 Support Vector Machine

In this subsection, we review the SVM briefly.
Let D = {(yi,xi)|yi ± 1, xi ∈ V, i = 1 . . . N}

be training examples. Given examplex corresponds
to the document, SVM outputs the score by following
decision function and binary valuey:

f(x) =
∑

i

αiyiK(xi,x) + b, (5)

y(x) =
{

+1 if f(x) ≥ 0
−1 if f(x) < 0 . (6)

where,{αi}, b is determine by the following quadratic
programming:

min.
1
2

N∑

ij

αiαjK(xi,xj) −
N∑

i

αi, (7)

s.t.
N∑

i

yiαi = 0, (8)

0 ≤ αi ≤ C, i = 1, . . . , N.

where,K(x,y) is a kernel function,C is cost param-
eter. Please see [1], [5] for more detail of the SVM.

Values of the decision functionf(x) is depend on
the problem and are not normalized. So the outputs of
the different classification problem cannot be compare
with each other properly. Namely we can not directly
apply the ranking problem by this one-vs-rest SVM.

To overcome this problems, We normalize the out-
puts via Platt’s sigmoid fitting method.

3.2.3 Sigmoid fitting procedure

To normalize the output of SVM and interpret as pos-
terior probability, Platt transform the output via sig-
moid function. [9]

Let f(x) be the output of SVM for the examplex.
Then,f(x) is transformed to the posterior probability
P (y = 1|x) by following sigmoid function:

P (y = 1|x) =
1

1 + exp(Af(x) + B)
. (9)

where, parameterA,B is estimated by following opti-
mization problem:

min.−
∑

i

yi + 1
2

log pi +
1 − yi

2
log(1 − pi). (10)

where,pi = P (yi = 1|xi).
Note that posterior probability is normalized to0 ≤

P (y = 1|x) ≤ 1, P (y = 1|x) + P (y = −1|x) = 1.
By this transformation we can properly compare the
outputs of the different problem.
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F-term
JSPAT4 JSPAT5 JSPAT6

Av. Prec. R-Prec. Av. Prec. R-Prec Av. Prec. R-Prec
2B022 0.370 0.326 0.299 0.235 0.458 0.390
3G301 0.356 0.366 0.212 0.252 0.299 0.288
4B064 0.427 0.452 0.212 0.225 0.371 0.362
5H180 0.508 0.469 0.257 0.253 0.411 0.384
5J104 0.338 0.328 0.123 0.134 0.320 0.299
total 0.399 0.387 0.218 0.218 0.368 0.342

Table 5. Evaluation results for each F-term

3.2.4 Training and Classify method

In this section, we give a concrete description of train-
ing and classify method of one-vs-rest SVM and their
sigmoid fitting procedure for this F-term Categoriza-
tion Subtask.

In training phase, the following procedure is exe-
cuted.

Training:

1. Train the SVMs to classify the viewpoint by
training document labeled by viewpoint.

2. For each viewpoint, train the SVMs to classify
the element. In this time, we only use the training
document only include the target viewpoint.

3. Estimate the sigmoid fitting parameter for sig-
moid fitting SVMs to classify viewpoint and el-
ement. We use the output by cross-validation to
estimate the parameter.

In classify phase, sigmoid fitting SVM classify the
document as follows:

Classify:

1. Estimate the posterior probabilityp1, p2 for each
viewpoint and the element via sigmoid fitting
SVM.

2. Estimate the probability to assign the target F-
term for each document as ap = p1 × p2

3. If p is greater than some threshold, we assign the
F-term for the target document.

In formal runs, we assumed thep1 is uniform for
all document. Namely we did not use the classifier for
viewpoint.

There are two reasons for that:First, training time
for the viewpoint classifier was very long and system
required large memory because multi-category classi-
fication by one-vs-rest SVM was incomplete in our
system. Second, classifier only for the element re-
vealed good results in the dry run data set.

In JSPAT5 run, we used the normal SVM to mea-
sure the effect of sigmoid fitting SVM. We used linear
kernel and setC = 1 in JSPAT4 and JSPAT5.

3.2.5 Evaluation

Table:5 shows the evaluation results for the formal run.
Sigmoid fitting SVM has performed best in 3 runs

except the 2B022. It turned out that we went wrong at
the 2B022 categorization procedure after the submis-
sion.

In this subtask, we only used sigmoid fitting SVM
for the element and set posterior probability of the
viewpoint was uniform. single element classifica-
tion does not seem to be so good. Nevertheless, this
method represented the best performance. We think
the reason that we can properly compare the posterior
probability of the different F-term via sigmoid fitting.

Shrinkage Naive Bayes classifier presented rela-
tively good performance in all F-term Categorization
Subtask. however, it revealed the lower performance
than the sigmoid fitting SVM because that hierarchy
structure was not considered properly.

In JSPAT5 run, we used the usual one-vs-rest SVM
for element classification. Results of average preci-
sion and R.Precision together exhibited the poor per-
formance by reason that order of output scores turns
out insignificant for different elements.

In general, SVM needs more training time than
other classifiers. but the SVM method used in this
subtask only classify the element at once. therefore
training time become relatively small because element
training document set is small.

Finally, evaluation for the complete sigmoid fitting
SVM for viewpoint and element is our most future
work.

4 Conclusion

In this participation, we applied several machine
learning techniques to categorize patent applications.
Although we did not employed special techniques to
addresspatent-specificfeatures such as claim analysis
or structural analysis of patent applications, our sys-
tem showed good results as baseline performance in
patent classification. We believe that our result is en-
couraging for further explorations in automated patent
classification and patent analysis.
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